Second Leadership Seminar

CHILEAN MINE RESCUE

America’s Role in the Chilean Rescue

A panel discussion moderated by Michael Useem, Professor and Director of the Leadership Center of the Wharton School, University of Pennsylvania

Date: Thursday, February 23, 2012
Time: 7:00 – 9:00 pm
Location: Baird Auditorium (Ground floor) Smithsonian’s National Museum of Natural History (10th St. and Constitution Ave., NW)

Main Speakers:

His Excellency, Mr. Arturo Fermandois (Ambassador of Chile)
Ed Breiner (President, Schramm, Inc.)
Dr. Michael Duncan (former Deputy Chief Medical Officer, Space Life Sciences, NASA)
Brandon W. Fisher (Chief Executive, Center Rock Inc.)
Richard Soppe (Senior Drilling Application Engineer, Center Rock Inc.)

Americans contributed to the miners’ rescue in different capacities. A NASA team provided health and medical advice, and two Pennsylvania companies (Schramm Inc. and Center Rock, Inc.) furnished the drilling system that opened up the shaft to bring the 33 Chilean miners to the surface.

For registration, CLICK HERE or call 202-633-3030 (M-F; 9-5)

This program is presented by the National Museum of Natural History and the Chilean Embassy, in collaboration with Wharton School’s Leadership Center, and the Washington Post On Leadership